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The ZX Flux has adidas alphabounce always had an eye for three stripes history as the shoe was a
reference to archival runners in the first place. Now we see the seamless woven upper reference some
classic colorways atop past ZX models as hues of clear aqua, bright cyan or a more ominous obsidian,
black and yellow add enticing offerings to the shoe's brief lineage. Each of these looks are headed to
select UK retailers like Size? this Friday, February 13th. No word yet on whether we'll be able to grab a
pair stateside, but let us know if you're a fan of the latest woven look in the comments section.
The adidas ZX running line holds some of the three stripe's most iconic colorways from the 80s and 90s.
With a bold knack for vibrant flavors and mismatched shades, adidas allowed for that era to adidas
predator be as tech savvy as it was head-turning in the color department. We've seen the adidas ZX
Flux pay homage to that retro heritage in the past, and know the adidas ZX Flux Techfit is back in two
new styles inspired by the most memorable looks on the adidas boost pure adidas ZX 8000. The upper
utilizes a unique stretchable and seamless mess construction while the Techfit print brings back the
shape of the original ZX 8000 panels to match the retro inspired color choices. The adidas ZX Flux
Techfit "OG Pack" arrives at select retailers on August 1st, 2015.
The AF line's statement piece is obviously the AF 1.3 PK, featuring an extra high silhouette with a full
Primeknit build with overlaying water-proofing coatings, also reinforced with a weather-resistant inner
lining and insulated sockliner. It all sits atop a rugged hiking outsole for extra grip and adidas game of
thrones a heavy-duty look. The AF 1.4 PK features all the same technology and features, but in a more
subtle low-top silhouette.
The Air Zoom Down Rock N7 is a huge departure, however, tapping musical artist Taboo to collaborate
on a kit that is multifunctional in its wearability. Fabrications are meticulously chosen with suede being
the main swatch of choice for its durability and timeless style, making up what is effectively much more
neutral than the performance pair that coincides. White midsoles are heightened much like Beaverton's
many bulky classic with icy outsole adding in just a touch of lifestyle elements. Mesh lines the padding of
the ankle while yellow prints ornament the exteriors of both the swoosh and tongue, connecting to its
themes with wholehearted dedication.
Kawhi Leonard hit the rare mid-season brand switch, starting his run in Toronto with the Air Jordan 32
Low before signing with New Balance and reviving their long-dormant basketball line with his signature
OMN1S. And although the other four players on the list were frequently rotating, swapping, and
switching, Joel Embiid joyfully took the court in PE colorways of the UA adidas basketball shoes HOVR
Havoc all season long.
The all-red trend on sneakers has been going on so long now, it's not even really a trend anymore, just
something we all expect almost as much as a black and white colorway on any new shoe. The latest
sneaker to get the all-red look comes from adidas Skateboarding with the Seeley , the brand's simple
canvas low-top perfect for summer. The striking scarlet colorway from top to bottom is accented with
metallic gold for the perfect compliment to the red-out. You can grab your own
http://www.fashionismyreligion.ca/images/c/adidas basketball shoes-636zqz.jpg pair now from adidas
Skateboarding suppliers like Sneaker Politics .
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